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AWARD CATEGORIES: 

Awards will be given to individuals, academics, businesses, NGOs, government branches etc., on 

the basis of particular programs, web sites, strategies of ICT / Internet deployment; i.e. the awards 

will not be political but technical, honoring use and implementation of technology in accordance 

with the criteria described below (i.e. a government per se will not be a “winner”, but one of its 

integrated web sites or services may be). The winners may not necessarily represent the most 

advanced technology solutions, but should be excellent examples of ICT deployment which have 

made a difference for the community of interest (whether providing public services, boosting 

profits or advancing connectivity): 

 

Please note that nominees will be judged on the basis of the following criteria and weighting: 

 

Judging Criteria  Weighting 

Global Impact/Potential 30% 

Scalability  30% 

Innovative Features and Functionalities 10% 

Proven Solution 30% 

 

 

9. E-Education & Learning Award 

Award Criteria:  

The Digital Age is requiring new sets of skills, and adoption of new models of public education 

that emphasize coding, programming and computer science must be adopted. Contrary to popular 

belief, the digital gap is widening, putting pressure on countries to catch up. Public education must 

adopt new approaches to lifelong learning.  

 

This award will be given to the best electronic learning project. We seek any innovative new 

technological tool, or any project that uses existing electronic learning tools in an innovative way. 

Such projects should facilitate and support learning through the use of information and 

communications technology. 

 

YOUR NOMINEES (limit two nominations per award category):  

Institute for Information Industry 
 

REASONS FOR NOMINATION (please justify why you think your candidate is qualified):  



 

Background of the Candidate 

Institute for Information Industry (III) is one of the most important government think tank in 

Taiwan, jointly funded by public and private sectors. In the last 40 years, III has played a crucial 

role in planning and promoting public policies related to the ICT industry. Recently, III had created 

a leveraging solution, DLIT– Distance Learning Service Quality Improving Technology, which 

solves the deficiency of traditional Remote Learning System. It aims to train IT talents through a 

hybrid learning method that combines stream learning and online learning, to enhance the 

interaction and follow-up between teachers and learners with its’ co-presence  technology. The 

system also emphasizes on learning programming through its hands-on lab functionality, which 

provides source code, dataset, and GPU resource for students to learn to build their own AI models.  

 

The Benefits of the Service 

Due to the pandemic of COVID-19, the global education system has been traumatized. Many 

educational institutes have nearly stopped working, depriving the learning rights of billions of 

students. 

In this context, III built DLIT for the goal of providing IT learners a sound remote learning 

platform for people across the world, so that they may keep learning without risking themselves 

from being infected. The built-in learning systems in DLIT allow learners to interact with teachers 

instantly in the class and review the recording video after it. On the other hand, teachers can check 

the class info provide by the system, keeping students' learning processes and quality in control.  

 

DLIT has made up the deficiency of traditional remote learning system: 

 Easier to track students' learning processes and enhance promptly interaction. 

Traditional remote learning systems focus on unidirectional message delivery from 

teachers to students. This makes the teachers and operators hard to track the learning 

process of courses. DLIT uses co-presence analytical techniques to generate real-time 

analytical reports of courses based on students' facial expressions and body gestures. So 

teachers and operators may respond to students immediately according to how they present, 

to create mutual interaction.  

 Systematic Performance Assessment  

DLIT built its’ performance assessment system on sophisticated competency metrics, in 

other words, every course is categorized into the competency metrics with quantitative 

measurement. Besides theoretical lessons, programming is one of the most important 

competencies in IT profession. But the ability of programming is hard to be assessed and 

cultivated. However, through hands-on lab on DLIT, learners may practice programming 

with automatic initial feedback and suggestion from system itself. The lab would also 

visualize the competencies correspond to the matrix, which makes teachers track and assess 

students’ coding ability much more precisely without delay. 



 Appropriate difficulty for learners. 

DLIT offers various teaching tools. Students may learn theoretical and fundamental 

courses by watching live streams, pre-filmed video, and playback. They also can learn hard 

skills like how to program, deploy algorithms through preliminary experiencing and hands-

on practice. DLIT even can support holding multidirectional activities. It breaks through 

the limitation of traditional remote learning system, which only provides monotonous 

methods of learning. DLIT is built for satisfying multiple learning demands. 

 

Learning Unit and Functionalities 

DLIT defines a learning unit consist of 3 phases: pre-test, content delivery and post-test, while 4 

main functionalities in the system supporting. 

 

 
Fig 1. The Architect fo Learning Unit in DLIT 

 

(1) Dynamic Competency Evaluation 

The learner will first be evaluated his or her competency as a pre-test, so the teachers may 

prepare and lecture accordingly. Meanwhile, each learner would also be recommended with 

courses correspondent to the competencies the learner lack of or interested in.  

(2) Video Conferencing Tool Equipped with Co-Presence Analytics 

At content delivery phase, the system will automatically analyze the facial expressions and 

the gestures of learners. To decode the emotion and the attention degree of each student. 



So the teacher may know more details about the classroom, which is hard to get the 

information in traditional remote classroom. 

 

Fig 2. Illustration of Co-Presence Analytics 

 

(3) Hands-on Lab 

To learn a new programming language, hands-on experience is a must. However, in remote 

learning scenario, it's hard to track the process of coding like face-to-face class. The 

difficulty of building programming environment would incline dramatically and drain lots 

of time. DLIT provides cloud compilers for remote usage. All the resource consumption, 

time cost, number of attempting will be kept as evaluations for teachers to give 

interventions. And DLIT offers GPU resources, which allows learners to run complicated 

projects. The hands-on lab also provides remote pair programming service, allowing 

teacher to give most efficient and instant feedback to the learner.  

 



Fig. 3 Hans-on Lab in DLIT 

 

(4) Behavior Collector and Performance Tracker 

Enabling data-driven method in a comprehensive learning process. DLIT track students’ 

granular reaction in most of context. A proprietary algorithm is adopted to infer students’ 

preferences and performances based on those interactive events of a student’s engagement 

with their digital content. By integratively analyzing the data from Video Conferencing 

Tool Equipped with Co-Presence Analytics functionality, Hands-on Lab functionality and 

this functionality we may provide the most considerate learning status to both learner and 

teacher and conduct learning suggestions in the further expectation. 

 

Fig. 4 Illustrations of Video Watch Tracking 

 



 

Fig. 5 Illustrations of PDF/eBook Read Tracking 

 

 

Fig. 6 The Engagement v.s. Performance Index Tracker 

 

At the end of the learning unit, learners will take another dynamic competency evaluation to 

measure the improvement bring by the course. 

 

International Cooperation 
This system has already trained more than a thousand learners with diverse professional 

backgrounds in south-east Asia while the teachers were lecturing in Taiwan. There have 2 main 

courses been delivered. One focused on artificial intelligence (AI) target for managers, and 



business owners who wanted to implement AI in their companies. And the other focused on 

Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math (STEAM) target for K-12 teachers who may teach 

the content they had learnt to their students.  

The AI course gave the audience fundamental AI knowledge, proficiency of AI cases, and practical 

AI project experience. And it is training other hundreds of learners across the world now. While 

the STEAM course introduced various subdomain of engineering with real cases and intriguing 

theory. It also had moved on to its season two. These two course have attracted more than a 

thousand people joined, and already have hundreds of learner completed all the learning units.  

 

This innovative learning system have gotten tremendous positive feedback from learners, 

companies, and even governments from many countries. It have strengthen the most precious thing 

we human have: interaction and relationship. Especially amidst the cloud of the ongoing COVID-

19 pandemic, DLIT is literately a silver lining in ICT education. 
 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the address above, 

including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program description, web site print-out, 

press release, etc.) 
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